What are they talking about?


You may have seen a meteor shower, but I bet you've never seen a shower "meatier" than this.

1


This place reminds me of Santa's Workshop! Except it smells like mushrooms and everyone looks like they want to hurt me.

2


No tomatoes. Too vulnerable. Kids, they're already vulnerable. 
3


Oh, you leave 'em out in the sun, they get all brown, start sproutin' little white hairs...

4


It was cold and dark, nothing but sand and a couple of Lincoln Logs.

5


How dare you open a space man's helmet on an uncharted planet? My eyeballs could have been sucked from their sockets!

6


Everything is backwards now, like out there is the true world, and in here is the dream.

7


I can eat the biscuits, but God made tigers carnivorous, so I must learn to catch fish. If I don't, I'm afraid his last meal would be a skinny vegetarian boy.

8


Hey, let's play a game. It's called "See Who Can Be Quiet the Longest".

9


Enough! You are, all of you are beneath me! I am a god, you dull creature, and I will not be bullied by...

10


Answers


You may have seen a meteor shower, but I bet you've never seen a shower "meatier" than this.

From Cloudy with a chance of meatballs: the meatball shower scene.


This place reminds me of Santa's Workshop! Except it smells like mushrooms and everyone looks like they want to hurt me.

From Elf: when Buddy is in the mailroom for the first time. 


No tomatoes. Too vulnerable. Kids, they're already vulnerable.

From Elf: when Miles Finch is pitching ideas for a new book. 


Oh, you leave 'em out in the sun, they get all brown, start sproutin' little white hairs...

From Shrek: when He is explaining to Donkey how ogres are like onions.  


It was cold and dark, nothing but sand and a couple of Lincoln Logs.

From Toy Story 3: Mr Potato Head after spending the night in the day care sandbox.


How dare you open a space man's helmet on an uncharted planet? My eyeballs could have been sucked from their sockets!

From Toy Story: when Woody opens Buzz Lightyear’s helmet.


Everything is backwards now, like out there is the true world, and in here is the dream.

From Avatar: when Jake Sully compared his experience as his avatar to his self-identity in his normal world of being human.  


I can eat the biscuits, but God made tigers carnivorous, so I must learn to catch fish. If I don't, I'm afraid his last meal would be a skinny vegetarian boy.

From the Life of Pi: when in the boat, trying not to be eaten by the tiger. 


Hey, let's play a game. It's called "See Who Can Be Quiet the Longest".

From Up: Carl doesn’t like children so he’s trying to get him to stop talking.




Enough! You are, all of you are beneath me! I am a god, you dull creature, and I will not be bullied by...

From the Avengers: when the Hulk comes along and flattens Loki with repeated smashes into the floor 
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